INSIGHTS: NOVEMBER 2021

Organic Mortgage Growth
Mortgage growth is a primary goal for many organisations in
retail banking. With interest rates at all-time lows and the
ever-increasing competition from non-bank lenders, mortgage
growth (and retention) will become more challenging than it
is today.
It is quite evident that mortgage growth from the existing
customer base is heavily under-represented; considering
that ABS reports 35% of Australians have a mortgage, and our
own analysis across the Mutual sector revealing 39% of new
mortgages originated from new customers*.
Identifying which customers are in the market for a mortgage
product and nurturing future mortgage opportunities is a
common challenge faced by most Mutuals and Credit Unions.
This month’s insight from Spark focuses on organic mortgage
acquisition and how a range of mortgage identifying
behaviours coupled with multi-channel campaigning can help
to drive organic mortgage acquisition.

Growing your
Mortgage book
organically

* New mortgages are those less than 12 months old. New
Members are those with a tenure of 90 days or less.

QUIC
STATS K
!

9.7%

61%

of all Customers hold a
home or investment loan

of new home or investment loans
originated from existing customers

NEW MORTGAGES

23%

23% of all home or investment loans are
less than 12 months old

CUSTOMER RETENTION

75%

75% of Customers remain with an
organisation after the closure of their
home loan

Our analysis is based on trends, products and transactional behaviours of
04

customers within the Mutual Banking and Credit Union sector

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Regular Activity
New home loans from the existing customers
generally originate from customers with
regular activity - i.e. Their Engagement Score*
is 6 or more.

Early Closures
On average, 60% of long-term home loans
(term greater than 10 years) close at 22
months. This is well below the overall average
loan age of 53 months.
Quadrant Transition
Customers that remain with the organisation
after a home loan closure, generally fall idle
(passive~) or become a Transactor^.

NINE NEW MORTGAGE
TRENDS TO LOOK OUT FOR

Mortgage Value
The average mortgage balance has increased

1. The rise of 'the bank of mum and dad'

by 3% to $292k since November 2020.

2. Low rates for large deposits
3. Split loans getting popular
4. The great wealth transfer for first
home buyers
5. Digitisation of mortgage applications
6. The great COVID tree change
7. Apartments are a winner for first
home buyers
8. More preparedness from first home
buyers
9. Frustration in the market for first
home buyers
savings.com.au (2021)

* Engagement Score - refers to a measure of relationship strength; based on 26 distinct characteristics of
which 13 are value generating and 13 are relationship building.
^ Transactors provide regular channel or transaction activity however, add minimal value.
~ Passive customers deliver infrequent activity, low product holding with minimal balances.

THE PROFILE OF A
MORTGAGE CUSTOMER
Has regular transaction activity

Has regular channel interaction
(i.e. Internet Banking, Mobile
banking)

Has provided contact details
such as email and mobile number

33% hold a Credit Card (25%
same organisation 8% another FI)

75% do not have a Savings
account
Are 4x more likely to have
insurance compared with nonmortgage customers

OPPORTUNITIES TO
FACILITATE ORGANIC MORTGAGE
Nurture customers with personalised, relevant & timely communications. The
Platform service provides the automation and accuracy to identify current and
future mortgage opportunities.
Tailor an organic mortgage

Empower and inform

growth program:

that focuses on organic mortgage growth.

frontline staff:
Generate outbound call tasks for your staff
based on home loan enquiries captured
through email and your web site.

Stay connected with your customers:

Support these conversations by providing

Not everybody is in the market for a

staff with transparency of all

mortgage. Implement ongoing nurturing

communications sent from the Platform

campaigns that continuously scan your

service including emails, letters, SMS,

customer base for opportunities to engage

completed surveys and previous call

and promote your offering.

history.

Speak to your Spark account manager about
tailoring a program for your organisation

Trigger-based
mortgage opportunities
Mortgage elsewhere
Mortgage at risk
Closed mortgage
Mortgage age
Insurance policies
...these and MORE can be published
in your Platform service

Our analysis is data driven. We acknowledge there are external
factors that influence customer engagement. Data however, can often
disclose
a behaviour or opportunity to act.
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